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Abstract

[Excerpt] This book examines how immigrant workers' rights are enforced in practice, how claims are
channeled, and why and how advocates take on particular battles. In the chapters that follow, I draw on an indepth comparative case study of two immigrant-receiving destinations—San Jose, California, and Houston,
Texas—to examine the dynamics of enforcing immigrant worker rights. I consider how certain solutions
become commonly understood as appropriate responses to a given issue that affects immigrant laborers, and
which actors take on responsibility for the advancement of particular worker problems. For example, why
does a construction worker who has been cheated of a week's pay in San Jose get funneled to a local legal aid
clinic and eventually a state agency to file a formal claim, while his counterpart working in one of Houston's
sprawling track developments will struggle to find any lawyer willing to serve him and will perhaps never set
foot in a government office to file a claim? Why do the San Jose police have little to offer this worker, while in
Houston any police officer is required to make a theft-of-service report when asked? How is it that if this
nonunionized worker were to call the South Bay AFL-CIO Labor Council in San Jose, he would be advised to
call the California Department of Labor Standards Enforcement or seek out a local legal aid clinic, while in
Houston the Harris County AFL-CIO Council would be more likely to encourage him to pay a visit to city
hall, the federal building, or perhaps even a worker center to help organize a direct action, depending on his
situation? And how do we understand the vastly different support immigrant workers will find from their
consulates in these two cities?
The goal of this book is to help answer these questions and expand our understanding of how immigrant
worker rights are enforced and advanced. I situate the rights of immigrant workers in the space between both
labor standards enforcement and immigration control, two conflicting jurisdictions whose implementation
can vary widely, depending on their local political context. I then look beyond government bureaucrats to
understand how enforcement strategies are influenced by local intermediaries who may have diverse interests
in the advancement of immigrant worker rights. These include local elected officials, who can either intensify
or mitigate the surveillance of undocumented immigrants and promote or stymie the interests of workers;
civil society actors, who have direct knowledge of and access to immigrant workers, and who work in diverse
ways to advance their rights; and consular institutions, whose unique combination of political legitimacy,
institutionalized resources, and unfettered support for their emigrant population creates a unique pathway for
rights enforcement.
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INTRODUCTION

Immigrant Labor in the United States

A hundred years ago, 146 young immigrant women died in one of
the largest industrial accidents in U.S. history. Unable to escape the fire
at the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory in Manhattan because locked doors
sealed them in the building, the young women fell victim to an employer
who offered them the "low wages, excessively long hours, and unsanitary and dangerous working conditions" that had become endemic to the
industry as a whole (Kheel Center 2011). T h e exploitation of the mostly
Jewish garment workers at the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory has become
a touchstone in U.S. labor history. This incident kicked off an extensive
labor organizing campaign that fought to institutionalize protections for
all low-wage workers, including collective bargaining rights (won in the
1935 National Labor Relations Act), the minimum wage and overtime
provisions (the 1938 Fair Labor Standards Act), protections against racial discrimination (the 1964 Civil Rights Act), and industrial health and
safety standards (the 1970 Occupational Safety and Health Act), among
others.
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In today's de-unionized, postindustrial economy, these protections
remain vital for workers. In this book, I examine how these rights are
enforced for the growing population of low-wage immigrant—and particularly undocumented—workers. Immigrant workers—not unlike
those who perished at Triangle—labor in nearly every low-wage industry
across the United States. We interact daily with industries built on cheap
immigrant labor. Each morning many of us don designer clothing likely
made by an immigrant garment worker who recoups only a fraction of
the profit (DOL 2004a), pass construction sites teeming with injured and
underpaid immigrant laborers (Valenzuela et al. 2006), and eat food picked
or prepared by immigrant women subjected to rampant sexual harassment
(Castaneda and Zavella 2003). An estimated 8 million of the 35-millionstrong immigrant workforce are undocumented and considered among
the most vulnerable and underpaid (Passel and Cohn 2009; BLS 2010).
Their ongoing exploitation has been the focus of much scholarly research
and journalistic reporting, such as Stephen Greenhouse's 2005 expose of
work conditions in the immigrant-dense Brooklyn neighborhood of Bushwick, a short train ride away from the old Triangle Factory (Greenhouse
2005). Recent one-hundred-year-anniversary commemorations of the tragedy at Triangle remind us that the unpaid wages, dangerous workplaces,
and outright discrimination experienced by workers in 1911 are alive and
well for workers today. Hourly wages that are almost $4 less than the federal minimum, language discrimination, and the indiscriminate firing of
pregnant women are all par for the course in Bushwick and nearly every
city in the nation.
Unlike the laborers of one hundred years ago, immigrant workers
today have access to a range of formal protections. In theory even undocumented workers enjoy a modicum of labor rights, despite ongoing legal
challenges to these rights. Though employers are prohibited from hiring
undocumented workers, when they do so they are compelled to pay those
workers at least the minimum wage and compensate them for any overtime they accrue. They must adhere to antidiscrimination standards and
are expected to implement appropriate health and safety protections for all
their employees. These rights reflect no arbitrary benevolence, but rather
the acknowledgment by labor standards enforcement agents and other
worker advocates that the protection of "even [undocumented] workers, is
important to prevent the exploitation of any employees, legal or not, and to
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discourage employers from hiring illegal immigrants for cut-rate wages"
(Greenhouse 2005).
Even as formal protections have proliferated over the years, their implementation is not a given, particularly for vulnerable populations like
undocumented workers. As union membership has declined, workplace
rights have become even more important. Nonetheless, ensuring that
worker rights exist is only half the battle: getting workers to make claims
on those rights, and getting responsible agencies to follow up on those
claims, is the other half. Many of the immigrant workers in Bushwick interviewed by Greenhouse knew little of their rights under the law, while
others were surprisingly familiar with them but terrified to speak out due
to fear of deportation or job loss. A few had actually complained but were
ultimately distrustful of the New York Labor Department. For all these
workers, the formal existence of rights had little effect on the constant violations they experienced. Thus, immigrants' labor rights must be activated
in order to be useful; and while some individual workers can muster the
resources and legal consciousness to activate them on their own, most require the assistance of a trusted—and creative—advocate to make these
rights real. For those who can afford it, a private lawyer can be an important advocate. Those who can't often turn to a network of community
organizations for help. This book examines the strategies deployed by a
wide variety of stakeholders who intervene in the enforcement of immigrant workers' rights.
One approach such intermediaries take is simply to help aggrieved
workers file claims. Lawyers reach out to workers in order to funnel them
to the appropriate bureaucratic apparatus, which might help the workers
recoup their lost wages, issue discrimination penalties, or provide other
compensation in the wake of injury. In addition to this direct "lawyering"
approach, as Gordon (2007) dubs it, labor advocates engage in long-term
worker organizing, sometimes with the aim of formal unionization (Fine
2006). Advocates may also focus on advancing policy reform, such as living
wage ordinances, or promoting the implementation of existing policies,
such as wage theft prevention policies, which have proliferated (Luce 2004;
Huq et al. 2006; Bernhardt 2010).
This book examines how immigrant workers' rights are enforced in
practice, how claims are channeled, and why and how advocates take
on particular battles. In the chapters that follow, I draw on an in-depth
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comparative case study of two immigrant-receiving destinations—San
Jose, California, and Houston, Texas—to examine the dynamics of enforcing immigrant worker rights. I consider how certain solutions become commonly understood as appropriate responses to a given issue
that affects immigrant laborers, and which actors take on responsibility
for the advancement of particular worker problems. For example, why
does a construction worker who has been cheated of a week's pay in San
Jose get funneled to a local legal aid clinic and eventually a state agency
to file a formal claim, while his counterpart working in one of Houston's
sprawling track developments will struggle to find any lawyer willing to
serve him and will perhaps never set foot in a government office to file a
claim? Why do the San Jose police have little to offer this worker, while
in Houston any police officer is required to make a theft-of-service report
when asked? How is it that if this nonunionized worker were to call the
South Bay AFL-CIO Labor Council in San Jose, he would be advised to
call the California Department of Labor Standards Enforcement or seek
out a local legal aid clinic, while in Houston the Harris County AFL-CIO
Council would be more likely to encourage him to pay a visit to city hall,
the federal building, or perhaps even a worker center to help organize a
direct action, depending on his situation? And how do we understand the
vastly different support immigrant workers will find from their consulates
in these two cities?
The goal of this book is to help answer these questions and expand
our understanding of how immigrant worker rights are enforced and advanced. I situate the rights of immigrant workers in the space between
both labor standards enforcement and immigration control, two conflicting jurisdictions whose implementation can vary widely, depending on
their local political context. I then look beyond government bureaucrats
to understand how enforcement strategies are influenced by local intermediaries who may have diverse interests in the advancement of immigrant worker rights. These include local elected officials, who can either
intensify or mitigate the surveillance of undocumented immigrants and
promote or stymie the interests of workers; civil society actors, who have
direct knowledge of and access to immigrant workers, and who work
in diverse ways to advance their rights; and consular institutions, whose
unique combination of political legitimacy, institutionalized resources, and
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unfettered support for their emigrant population creates a unique pathway
for rights enforcement.

Making Rights Real
This book examines how actors on the ground promote the rights of immigrant workers and do the work Epp (2010) refers to as "making rights
real." Rather than view rights as self-propelled imperatives rooted solely
in the law, this analysis highlights the complexity of the enforcement process and the variety of actors implicated in struggles for immigrant workers' rights. Legal scholars have focused at length on the role of the courts
(Rosenberg 1991; McCann 1994; Epp 1998), how social movements advocate for particular policy interests (Minkoff 1995; Andersen 2006), the
ways individuals develop legal consciousness (Merry 1988, 1990), and the
individual and institutional barriers they face to claims-making (Felstiner,
Abel, and Sarat 1980; Albiston 2005). In most conceptions of "rights in
action," laws are created by political actors influenced by competing interest groups, such as parties and social movements. These policies then
often face a series of judicial challenges in which they are subject to various interpretations of the Constitution and legal precedent. The resulting
statutes are filtered through the internal regulations of the bureaucracies
charged with enforcing them, and those organizational cultures shape the
individual behavior of front-line bureaucrats (Lipsky 1980; Mashaw 1985;
Brehm and Gates 1999).
Three elements are often missing from this analysis. First, while the
discretionary role of bureaucrats has been well documented, the strategies
bureaucracies adopt for carrying out their mandates are often not uniform
across different contexts. Federal agencies can have dozens of field offices
spread across the country, each with distinct challenges and resources at its
disposal. In the arena of workplace rights, for example, the federal Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission has over fifty offices. The Department of Labor's Wage and Hour Division alone has nearly ninety. In each
of these places, federal law must coexist with state and local policies. Even
in a context of federalism, where federal law trumps state legislation, the
efforts of states and cities can be neutral, helpful, or can pose a significant
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hindrance to the implementation of federal policy. Popular examples of
policy arenas in which federalism creates conflict include drug policy, gay
marriage, and, increasingly, immigrant rights. The significance of overlapping jurisdictions is not simply bureaucratic: overlapping jurisdictions can
also influence how policy goals are implemented. If resources and political
will are uneven, the more powerful agency may take the lead. Where there
are few resources in place to reach out to claimants, bureaucracies have to
get creative with their resource allocation and outreach strategies.
A second piece often missing from the puzzle of rights enforcement
is the constellation of organizations outside the bureaucracy that can affect the process. While jurisdictional boundaries are often tightly drawn
to define the scope of agencies' activities, the actual process of enforcement
frequently lures in additional interested groups. Elected officials can influence how resources are allocated to enforcement bureaucracies and can
then pressure them to be used in particular ways. The mayor of a city, for
example, may rally for state and federal resources to assist his community,
as Ray Nagin famously did for New Orleans in the wake of Hurricane
Katrina. City councils and boards of supervisors, often compelled by their
constituents, may also decide to invest in certain initiatives that seem insufficiently covered by the responsible bureaucracies at the state and federal level. Social movements not only advocate for particular laws but can
also be just as vigilant regarding their implementation. Other civil society
groups also make demands on how enforcement resources should be deployed, and some even function as intermediaries in the effort to reach out
to potential claimants.
Last, rights do not exist in a vacuum, and policies often clash. These
conflicts can become manifest between different levels of government, but
the federal government is certainly not itself a unitary actor (Evans, Rueschemeyer, and Skocpol 1985). This is a result not only of a complicated
electorate that yields inconsistent popular support but also of the competing demands of nationhood. Laws are formulated to maintain order and
protect those who lack power in the social structure. The goals of law enforcement agencies frequently clash with the goals of agencies designed
to protect civil rights. The nature of this struggle may vary substantially
across contexts, with public support for one agency's goals potentially
dwarfing support for that of the other. One of the clearest examples of
this contradiction, and the focus of this book, is the simultaneous efforts to
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deter and deport the estimated 5 percent of workers who are unauthorized
on the one hand and to protect them from workplace abuse on the other.
To this end, the following pages will focus on the institutional dynamics of
enforcing the rights of immigrant workers.

Protecting Those Who Work in the Shadows
As the total undocumented population has grown from a mere 3-6 million in the period prior to the 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act
(Bean, Telles, and Lowell 1987) to close to 12 million by 2009, the fate of the
8 million workers among them has become an increasing topic of concern
(Passel and Cohn 2009). Though undocumented workers constitute only
5 percent of all civilian laborers, it is estimated that approximately a quarter of dry wall workers, dishwashers, maids and housekeepers, meat and
poultry workers, and roofers are undocumented, as are nearly 70 percent
of farmworkers (Greenhouse 2008, 226; Passel and Cohn 2009). Many of
the industries where undocumented workers are concentrated are almost
completely nonunionized. A mere 1.6 percent of all restaurant and food
service workers, 2.2 percent of crop production workers, and 1.1 percent
of car washers were union members in 2008 (Hirsch and Macpherson).
Union protections are also virtually nonexistent in informal sectors such as
day labor and domestic work, where undocumented workers are also common. For these and other nonunionized workers, federal, state, and local
labor laws are the sole protection against employer abuse. Immigration
status has been deemed irrelevant to a worker's ability to file a grievance
against his or her abusive employer. 1 Failure to provide these protections,
most argue, accelerates the race to the bottom for workplace standards. 2
Yet those attempting to protect the rights of undocumented workers
face a legal conundrum. Though these rights exist, undocumented immigrants are barred from legally working by employer sanction provisions instituted through the 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act,
which for the first time interpreted hiring undocumented workers as illegal and punishable by fines. 3 Employer sanctions were designed to deter
employers from hiring unauthorized workers, and proponents assumed
they would reduce the demand for migrants seeking work. The net effect
of the law as a deterrent to migration flows is negligible, but its chilling
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effect on undocumented workers has been well documented (Wishnie
2007; Golash-Boza 2009). Rather than keep undocumented migrants out,
employer sanctions make them more vulnerable to employer abuse by
creating a perverse set of incentives for employers to exploit them and by
deterring undocumented workers from speaking out against this abuse
(Wishnie 2007; Bacon and Hing 2010).
One of the most far-reaching responses to the conflict between immigration enforcement and noncitizen rights was the 2002 U.S. Supreme
Court Case Hojfman Plastic Compounds, Inc. v. National Labor Relations
Board. In a 5-4 decision, Hojfman ultimately banned the provision of back
pay to undocumented workers who have been unjustly fired for organizing a union and effectively removed the National Labor Relations Board's
ability to require reinstatement in such cases (Berman 2004). This decision has had ripple effects for efforts to protect undocumented workers
from exploitation. The majority opinion, penned by then chief justice
Rehnquist, argued that providing full rights to undocumented workers
would ultimately serve as a magnet for future flows and encourage their
employment. The minority opinion, written by Justice Breyer, on the other
hand, argued that to deny rights to undocumented workers "lowers the
cost to the employer of an initial labor law violation [and] increases the
employer's incentive to find and to hire illegal-alien employees." 4
Since Hojfman, the protections of back pay and reinstatement have
not been available to undocumented workers, but other formal protections remain in place. These include the ability for labor standards enforcement agencies to collect unpaid wages for a claimant's hours worked
and to protect workers against arbitrary discrimination and harassment
prohibited under civil rights legislation, to enforce basic health and safety
standards, and in some cases even to require compensation and medical
treatment in the wake of an injury. In fact, one of the first things many
labor standards enforcement agencies did following Hojfman was to issue
public statements that reiterated their stance toward undocumented workers. The Department of Labor, for example, emphasized that the Court's
decision in Hojfman "does not mean that undocumented workers do not
have rights under other U.S. labor laws" and reassured the public that the
agency would "continue to provide core labor protections for vulnerable
workers . . . without regard to whether an employee is documented or undocumented" (DOL 2008). Similarly, the Equal Employment Opportunity
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Commission issued a press release avowing that the Hoffman decision
"does not affect the government's ability to root out discrimination against
undocumented workers," and it reiterated that "enforcing the law to protect vulnerable workers, particularly low income and immigrant workers,
remains a priority for E E O C " (EEOC 2002b). Despite these assurances, a
wide gulf persists between the rights afforded to undocumented workers
on the books and those that ultimately materialize in practice.
One could argue that the existence of workplace rights for the undocumented defies classic understandings of citizenship that presuppose political membership as a prerequisite for access to social citizenship (Marshall
1950). Yet the simultaneous efforts to identify and deport undocumented
immigrants while also attempting to protect them from exploitation reflect
what Bosniak (2006) refers to as the "two faces of citizenship" in modern
liberal democracies. That is, despite the impulse to police the physical and
political borders of membership, the United States is also compelled to
offer some modicum of rights and equality even to noncitizens. The need
to enforce immigration laws and the need to enforce labor standards are
dual aspects of maintaining law and order. Ultimately, however, the paradoxical existence of undocumented workers affects not only individual
claims-making behavior but also how bureaucracies collaborate (or stay
out of each other's way) and how advocates strategize in the complicated
dance of enforcement.
On the bureaucratic end, labor standards enforcement agencies have
deployed resources to reach out to undocumented workers and reaffirm
their interest in protecting undocumented workers' rights. This challenge
is closely tied to the dismal state of labor standards enforcement more generally. Despite a 900 percent increase in the size of the American workforce
since 1941, the Department of Labor's Wage and Hour Division relies on
50 percent fewer investigators today than it did then (Bobo 2008, 116). The
Occupational Safety and Health Administration has also been criticized
for being ineffective at reducing injury rates and for failing to adequately
regulate several hazardous chemicals that pose risks to workers (Michaels
2007). These inadequacies are intensified by the fact that private-sector
union coverage today is at its lowest level since 1973, the first year for
which reliable data is available (Hirsch and Macpherson).
President Obama has promised to reverse this trend, pledging to stop
globalization's race to the bottom for U.S. workers by strengthening
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collective bargaining provisions, promoting health and safety laws, and
ensuring that "dollars earned are dollars paid" (Talbott 2008; OMB 2010).
The 2009 confirmation of Hilda Solis to head the Department of Labor was
seen as a hopeful sign of positive changes to come in the enforcement of
worker rights. Solis, the daughter of Latino immigrant parents and someone with deep connections to organized labor, declared she would confront
those employers who intend to "cut corners and disregard safety in the
workplace" or seek to "to deny workers a voice" (Solis 2010). Within her
first year in office, Solis launched a campaign to tackle the long-ignored
issue of wage theft and deployed the "We Can Help" / "Podemos Ayudar"
campaign, which ran public service announcements explaining how workers could seek out help and emphasizing that all workers would be treated
equally, regardless of immigration status (DOL 2010c). Solis has coupled
her commitment to immigrant labor with outspoken calls for comprehensive immigration reform (DOL 2010a). In the interim, the Department
of Labor has pushed for clear commitments from Immigration Customs
Enforcement not to interfere in D O L investigations. 5
The devastating effect of immigration enforcement on labor standards
enforcement has been demonstrated by several high-profile incidents over
the years, such as the May 2008 raid in the small northeastern Iowa town
of Postville. Following a daylong Department of Homeland Security operation at the nation's largest kosher slaughterhouse, a major organizing
campaign and workplace violation investigation was disrupted, and nearly
four hundred mostly Mexican and Guatemalan workers were deported. 6
These workers' access to formal workplace rights diminished nearly to the
vanishing point in the face of their impending incarceration and eventual
deportation. For months, the United Food and Commercial Workers had
been waging an organizing campaign while the Iowa labor commissioner
investigated alleged workplace violations at the plant. Violations ranged
from run-of-the-mill wage and hour infractions to egregious abuses of
power, such as the beating of a worker whose eyes were first duct-taped
by a supervisor wielding a meat hook (Hsu 2008; Landon 2008). What
Postville reveals is that despite the well-intended efforts of labor standards
enforcement, such as those launched under the leadership of Obama and
Solis, the overarching threat of detention and removal permeates all aspects of the undocumented work experience. The accessibility of workers'
formal rights on the books must be understood within this context.
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The power of immigration enforcement reaches further than just the
workers who are unfortunate enough to be caught in a raid. The majority of undocumented immigrants working in the United States are never
detained or deported. For example, compared with the estimated 11.2 million total unauthorized immigrants living in the United States in 2010—a
number that reflects the decline that followed the recent recession (Passel and Cohn 2011)—only 580,107 "aliens" were deported by Immigration
Customs Enforcement in 2009 (DHS 2010). While immigration enforcement is certainly devastating to those deported individuals and the families
they left behind, perhaps the larger power of the enforcement apparatus is
not the particular raids or deportations that take place but rather the everpresent potential for a raid that hangs over workers' heads.
The challenge that labor standards enforcement agencies face, therefore,
is how to distinguish their mission from that of immigration enforcement
agencies in order to reach out to a vulnerable population that is likely to be
skeptical of their efforts. Though President Obama has infused resources
into the Department of Labor, his employer audits, or "silent raids," have
also garnered support among anti-immigrant lobbyists who argue that the
president is not doing enough to curb undocumented migration (Krikorian 2011). While seemingly less controversial than the Bush-era policies
of border militarization and mass deportations, these raids have in fact
reached many more companies and are considered a "far more effective
enforcement tool" (J. Preston 2010). They also send a chilling reminder
to all workers who labor in the shadows that their place in U.S. society is
precarious.7 Undocumented workers' vulnerability is further complicated
by their usually low levels of education, by language barriers, and by their
general lack of familiarity with U.S. legal systems. The availability of formal protections is therefore insufficient to truly protect the rights of all immigrant workers, and the role of institutional intermediaries is particularly
important for the undocumented population.

Beyond the Bureaucracy
Within this context, a complex bureaucratic system has emerged to enforce workplace rights. At the federal level it includes the Department of
Labor's Wage and Hour Division and Occupational Safety and Health

